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About This Game

Hacknet is an immersive, terminal-based hacking simulator for PC. Dive down a rabbit hoIe as you follow the instructions of a
recently deceased hacker, whose death may not have been the accident the media reports. Using old school command prompts

and real hacking processes, you’ll solve the mystery with minimal hand-holding and a rich world full of secrets to explore.

Bit, a hacker responsible for creating the most invasive security system on the planet, is dead. When he fails to reconnect to his
system for 14 days, his failsafe kicks in, sending instructions in automated emails to a lone user. As that user, it’s up to you to

unravel the mystery and ensure that Hacknet-OS doesn't fall into the wrong hands.

Exploring the volatile nature of personal privacy, the prevalence of corporate greed, and the hidden powers of hackers on the
internet, Hacknet delivers a true hacking simulation, while offering a support system that allows total beginners get a grasp of

the real-world applications and commands found throughout the game.

Features

Real Hacking
Based on actual UNIX commands, Hacknet focuses on real hacking, not the Hollywood-style version of it. This creates a truly

immersive experience and puts players right in the thick of trying to break through the firewalls.

Unlock the mystery of Bit
A hacker is dead and the media reports don’t add up. When you are contacted by his “ghost” - an automated failsafe system -

you’re drawn into the dark and murky world of underground hackers.
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Full immersion
You are thrust into a persistent virtual world with no “levels” or obvious game elements to break the illusion. Follow the

guidance of the emails from Bit or just dive down the rabbit hole, chasing down clues and snippets of information you find as
you explore different systems.

Accessible but uncompromising
Whilst not holding your hand or dumbing down, the design of the game and the learning curve enables those with no prior

terminal experience to enjoy it whilst delighting those in the know.

Killer tunes
Hack to the beat of a soundtrack featuring underground artists including Carpenter Brut (Hotline Miami) and Remi Gallego

(AKA The Algorithm).
Soundtrack produced in association with The Otherworld Agency.

Hack your own adventures
Create your own campaigns, system networks, nodes, themes, music and story missions using the Hacknet Extensions mod tools.

Share them with other players through Steam Workshop.
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CRAZILY IMMERSIVE CODING EXPERIENCE. I have no experience with coding before. Spending half of the time looking
into the help menu, trying out different commend, asking my friend what to do in my first playthrough. Second time playing the
game actually gave me more time to look into the storyline and details, which is surprising amazing. Honestly if you have a bit
of experience with coding\/programming before, HACKNET would be easier and more enjoyable for you. Nevertheless, still an
amazing game.. Bricked by own computer by deleting system files within the first 10 minutes.... The best script kiddy sim out
there. A must play for people who use wallhacks and aimbots to improve that sick K\/D ratio.. 7 out of 10

This was a fun puzzle-type game with an awesome soundtrack. It brought back old memories of using a text-based interface
instead of a GUI. Unfortunately , it also brought all the old frustrations as well.

  You play as a hacker with a natural skill that catches the attention of some powerful people. You pick your missions and
complete them however you choose. One mission has you disrupting the pacemaker of some random guy, but if you so choose
then you can totally disable it, killing him instead.
  This has no hand-holding. You need to pay attention or you will be stuck, although there is usually another route to take if you
mess up. Even so, the game can be unforgiving if you aren't focused or if you've set it down for a while.. I really liked the fact
that it uses real code and it doesn't hold your hand after the tutorial, it lets you explore extra files that may contain some joke,
something darker (possible to stop the pacemaker of somebody in a hospital) or just a recipe. Even after my second playthrough
and 100%-ing it, I still have the urge to play it. There is even a part where you can avoid an  attack, you feel so proud if you
manage to evade after having to think on your feet. Only complaint is that it is kind of short.. A classic hacking game. Definitely
worth it if the game is on sale.. Don't expect this game to teach you about hacking, but the people behind Hacknet did an
awesome job at finding a good balance between real-life hacking and with keeping the fun 'game' aspect. Real hacking is very
complex and tedious so making a game out of it is certainly something that requires imagination and creativity, and the fact that
Hacknet gives you an immersive sense of intelligence and power really makes me believe they've accomplished that balance.

Definitely recommend.

Note: Game length averaged me about 11-12 hours.
. Excellent game. A beautiful successor to Uplink. Much better in every way.. hostname
no command hostname - check syntax
whoami
no command whoami- check syntax
su
no command su - check syntax
sudo
no command sudo - check syntax

Uninstalled !!!
. AMAZING GAME!
JUST TRULY AMAZING!
Just buy it already and you wont regret it
amazing story line, programs and console makes you feel like a real hacker, things are actually hard to figure out and makes
your brain work. Its just AMAZIIINGNGNGNGNG
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Let me prefix this with the fact I work in the IT field, I have also done extensive work in penetration testing.
From all the negative reviews I've seen, they're thinking of the game as an accurate simulator of how the real world works, it's
not... This is a game!

And an amazing one at that:
- The soundtrack is amazing and will bring goosebumps to your skin..
- The missions are unique and will keep you on the edge of your seat.
- The story is interesting and will keep you hooked for what's to come.

The closest game I can compare it to is Uplink (but this has a more linear storyline)
I would honestly recommend it to anyone, no doubt about it!
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